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FOR GWR FANS     Ed. M.R.S. 
 

Harry Skinner has shown me 2 copies of G435.2 GR/W 10,11,16 4mm.  
Both are quite unusual. Fig.l is on a 1d Red Plate 116 - the width is 16½mm - 
and it is the only one I, and Harry with all his Auction material, have ever  
seen perfinned SIDEWAYS, Fig.2 is through a piece (½d green Victoria) cut  
from a Postal Stationery cover.  The paper is very thin, more like from a  
news wrapper than an envelope.  The Postmark is the 620 Plymouth Duplex. 

 
------------------------------------------ 

BALLOT PAPER CANCELLATIONS 
 

DAVE HILL writes to say that as a Poll Clerk at the recent Euro  
Elections, he was amused to find that he was in charge of a "perfin machine"  
for stamping the voting papers.  It was made of aluminium similar to a modern 
hole punch.  It has a square of 25 holes, 5x5.  Pins can be inserted into the  
holes to make any letter, number or design and the holes made by these pins  
are quite large.  Dave presumes each polling station has a slightly different  
pattern for their cancellation.  With a bed of 5x5 it makes for a vast number  
of permutations. 

The machines are supplied, but not manufactured, by Shaw & Sons Ltd 
Shaway House, Bell Green Lane, Lower Sydenham, London SE.  The name of the 
manufacturer was not on the canceller. 

Dave has looked at the design pages of the Edwards Catalogue and  
thinks 0250 and 0890 could be holes made by this type of machine (The 
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distance across 3 holes is the same) and 0760 by something similar.  It is  
certainly a new idea and perhaps worthy of more research.  Fig. l shows the  
actual ballot cancellation used by Dave Hill's machine and Fig. 2 is the photo- 
copy of a similar, but slightly smaller machine, supplied by Shaw & Sons.  
Figs. 3,4 & 5 are the above mentioned illustrations from the Design Pages. 
 

 




